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I CIACCIO, 1. 
DECISION AND ORDER 

II Defendant was charged by indictment with Attempted Aggravated Murder (PL § 

110/ 125.26[1][a][i]), Attempted Aggravated Assault on a Police Officer (PL § 110/120.11), and 

two counts of Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the Second Degree (PL § 265.03[ I ][b] and 

PL § 265.03[3]). Following a jury trial, the defendant was acquitted of the first three counts and 

convicted of Criminal Possession of a Weapon in the Second Degree (PL § 265.03(3]). 

He now moves has moved to set aside the verdict on Count Four pursuant to Criminal 

Procedure Law§ 330.30(1), on the ground that the court abused its discretion when it received 



into evidence a DVD recording of five acoustic impulses captured by Shot Spotter Technologies, 

Inc. ("SST"), as well as the expert testimony of SST employee Paul Greene that the acoustic 

impulses were gunshots that were recorded at the time and place of the incident alleged in the 

indictment. Defendant contends that the error was not harmless and, if addressed on appeal, 

would require reversal and a new trial. 

II This Court issued an oral decision on January 11, 2018 and this Decision supplements 

what was placed on the record. 

The People's case consisted ofthe following: 

Early in the evening of April 1, 20 16, Rochester Police Department ("RPD") Officers 

Joseph Ferrigno and Samuel Giancursio received a report of three shots having been fired by one 

Ivory Golden, in the vicinity of Jay Street and Orange Street. Ivory Golden was reported to be 

driving a silver or gray Chevrolet Malibu. 

II Officer Ferrigno was travelling eastbound in a marked police vehicle on Jay Street when 

he passed a car traveling westbound and which generally matched the description of vehicle 

driven by Ivory Golden. Ferrigno did au-turn and the fo llowed the vehicle west on Jay Street. 

Officer Ferrigno did not activate his lights or sirens, nonetheless, he testified that the 

vehicle he was following seemed accelerate, and as it turned onto Immel Street it seemed to 

I Ferrigno that it went up on "two wheels." 

II Officer Giancursio became aware of the pursuit and approached Immel Street from the 

north, a somewhat longer route. 

II Officer Ferrigno saw the vehicle stop and back into the driveway of a house at 11 Immel 

Street. As Ferrigno stopped his vehicle in front of 11 Immel Street, a man identified as the 

defendant, exited from the passenger side of the vehicle and turned to run up the driveway toward 



the rear of 9 Immel Street. He appeared to be holding something in his waistband. Officer 

I Ferrigno yelled to the person to stop. 

II Officer Ferrigno then saw the defendant tum and point a gun at him. He heard a gunshot 

and saw a muzzle flash. He returned four shots, striking the defendant three times . 

. I Officer Giancursio arrived almost immediately after Ferrigno got out of his vehicle, and 

heard the gunshot and saw a flash. He felt something, which he believed to be a bullet, "whizz" 

by his car. Ferrigno called out on his radio that he had been hit, although that wasn't true. 

l1 The defendant dropped to the ground in the backyard of 9 Immel Street. A handgun was 

I found on the ground approximately I 0 feet from where he was lying when emergency personnel 

came and attended to him. 

II No fingerprints were able to be lifted from the gun. DNA was collected, but no match 

would be made with the defendant. A match of some of the DNA was made with a person who 

1 was then an inmate in a state correctional facility. 

I! Police conducted an extensive search of all the places where the bullet might have flown 

and perhaps lodged, based on the testimony of where it was pointed. No projectile could be found. 

II The gun found near the defendant was not loaded. An empty shell casing was in the 

chamber. 

II The People's fireanns expert offered two explanations as to why a shell casing doesn't 

eject when a bullet is fired. One is when the weapon is held loosely, thus creating no resistance 

to the recoil or "kick-back" caused by the fired bullet, thus the slide stays in place and doesn't 

eject the casing. The second is when the shooter fires the weapon with his thumb or part of his 

hand over the slide, thus preventing the kicking back and ejecting the shell. In this circumstance 

he testified that the shooter would experience substantial pain and even injury and/or edema from 



the slide attempting to slide back. Defendant's hands were not examined for injuries. Nor was 

the defendant examined for any gunpowder residue. 

II The People called Paul Greene, an employee with SST, which employs a technology 

called "ShotS potter." Pursuant to its contract with the City of Rochester, SST, Inc. had placed 

I acoustic detection devices - microphones - in various parts of the city. Acoustic impulses arc 

detected and converted from analog impulses to digital impulses, then interpreted by patented 

software which determines whether they are gunshots or some other sound, such as helicopter 

blades or a car backfire. If the software determines they are gunshots, the system notifies the 

Rochester Police Department where the gunshots are coming from, by using again patented 

software deploying multilateration based on the speed of sound and triangulation (trigonometry), 

based on the angle of arrival of the sound to the sensor. 

The system is about 80% accurate within about a 25-meter range. 

On the evening of April I, 2016, ShotSpotter did not alert RPD that any shots had been 

fired. The officer responsible for handling the ShotS potter account called its California technical 

center and asked whether shots had been detected at the time and date of the shooting in question. 

ShotSpotter reviewed its recordings and determined that three acoustic impulses had been 

detected at the time and place mentioned, but the software had determined them to be from a 

helicopter. 

II At the request of RPD, technical experts reviewed the audio and generated a report that 

indicated that four shots had been detected. 

II Again at the request ofRPD, a ShotSpotter technician listened for a fifth shot, and found 

it on a separate "audio spool." 



Thus the SST, Inc. "Incident Report 140660" (attached to the defendant's motion ad 

I limine [see below]), states that "4 rounds were detected" and that the impulses were "re-classified 

to gunshots from helicopter, reason- per customer." It also noted that the number of gunshots 

was "updated from 3 to 4." It specifically states that the first shot fired (the fifth shot discovered) 

"was found during a search of the audio spool." 

A DVD recording of the acoustic impulses was offered and received into evidence. It was 

played for the jury, which heard an initial "pop," then a delay of two seconds, then four more 

"pops" or shots in rapid succession. Paul Greene gave his expert opinion that each of the sounds 

were gunshots. He gave as the basis for his opinion that he has listened to thousands of gunshots, 

and that he has been trained in distinguishing gunshots from other sounds. These were gunshots, 

he said, not from a helicopter, as indicated by the patented software. 

The period of time before the five shots, and the any recording of the time after, was not 

preserved and thus was not produced. 

II The defendant called as a witness a neighbor, who lived across the street from 9 Immel 

Street. She testified that she indeed saw a vehicle back into the driveway at 9 Immel Street, that 

the defendant exited and went toward the backyard, that police followed, and that she heard four 

shots. 

II The defendant had moved ad limine before County Court Judge Sam Vallcriani (to whom 

I the case had been assigned prior to trial) to preclude the receipt of any of the testimony and 

exhibits regarding the ShotSpotter testimony. Defendant argued, among other grounds, that l) 

the ShotSpotter testimony was not generally accepted in the scientific community, thus a Frye 

hearing was required before its introduction, and 2) the ShotSpotter technology, while useful as 

a tool to alert police to a location of possible shots fired, was not sufficiently reliable to establish 



that a sound heard by its acoustic devices was in fact a gunshot, especially when the 

determination is made not by the software but by the testimony of its employee. 

II The Court, without articulating its rationale, denied the application without conducting a 

Frye hearing. 

The defendant subpoenaed a number of SST, Inc. records relative to its data collection, 

including acoustic impulses, captured before and after the shooting. SST, Inc. indicated it would 

charge $600.00 an hour for record production and $5250 for a "forensic report," which the 

Monroe County Public Defender' s office could not afford. 

II At trial, and the case having been assigned to me, the defendant renewed his motion to 

preclude the ShotSpotter testimony and the data - the DVD recording - on which it was based, 

citing again the lack of proven scientific rel iability as well as the failure to provide materials 

necessary for him to conduct a proper and effective cross-examination. In consideration of the 

law of the case and the prior determination, I denied the motion. 

II During deliberations, the jury several times requested to re-hear the DVD of the 

Shotpotter acoustic impulses, and twice asked if they could have headphones on which to listen 

to the DVD, as the speaker system was insufficiently clear. The People arranged for two large 

speakers on which to broadcast the sounds. 

II The jury retumed verdict 'finding the defendant not gu ilty of attempted murder, attempted 

aggravated assault, and criminal possession of a weapon - with intent to use the same unlawfully 

I against another. It found the defendant gui lty of criminal possession of a weapon - loaded 

possession not in his home or place of business. 



In my opinion the jury's verdict reflected a nearly complete rejection of Ferrigno's (and 

Giancursio's) version of events. The jury's verdict reflected a determination that the defendant 

did not point his gun at Ferrigno and fire it. No bullet whizzed by Giancursio's head. 

11 What the jury did accept as credible and accurate was that five shots were fired, one of 

which must have come from the weapon found near the defendant. Since no projectile was ever 

found, and since the shell casing did not eject, the jury must have found that somehow the weapon 

discharged accidentally in an unknown direction as the defendant was running into his backyard. 

Thus, the ShotSpotter testimony and the DVD were crucial to the jury's conclusion, given the 

scarcity of evidence which remained once the jury rejected the accuracy and credibility of 

Ferrigno's and Giancursio's testimony. Without that evidence, I find, having presided over the 

trial and heard the evidence, that the jury would have acquitted on the fourth count as well. Thus 

the decision to allow the Shotspotter testimony was not harmless. Without it, the jury would only 

have had an empty shell casing (and perhaps the inference that nobody walks around with an 

empty shell casing in a gun). The jury may also have reasoned that Ferrigno heard a gunshot, 

assumed it was fired at him, and fired back. However, that theory is inconsistent with the version 

offered by Ferrigno and Giancursio. Ferrigno testified that the defendant pointed the gun at him 

and fired. About that there was little ambiguity. 

'I The People sought to introduce expert testimony that five acoustic impulses were detected 

I at the time and near the 9 Immel Street location of the incident in question, and that all five of 

the impulses were gunshots. 

1j The science behind ShotS potter technology "is not premised on novel science but, rather, 

is premised on generally accepted scientific principles and existing data" (Johnson v Guthrie 

Med. Group, P.C, 125 AD3d 1445, 1447 [4th Dept2015]). 
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It uses trigonometry - triangulation based on the angle of arrival - in combination with 

the speed of sound and the time difference of arrival from different sensors to arrive at the 

location of the impulses. It has a patent on the software that makes the actual calculation. 

In determining whether the perceived acoustic impulses are gunshots, another patented 

technology uses several known characteristics of gunshots, including that the sound of a gunshot 

travels farther than other impulses - to determine that the impulses are in fact gunshots. 

Thus no Frye hearing was required. "Frye is not concerned with the reliability of a certain 

expert's conclusions, but instead with whether the expert[']s deductions are based on principles 

that are sufficiently established to have gained general acceptance as reliable" (DieJoia v. 

Gacioch, 42 AD 3d 977, 979 [4th Dept 2007][interna1 quotation marks omitted]). Instead, we 

consider whether there is a proper foundation for the evidence to be admitted at trial" (Johnson 

v Guthrie Med. Group, P.C., 125 AD3d 1445, 1447 [4th Dept 2015]; see also People v Hopkins, 

46 AD3d 1449, 1449- 50 [4th Dept 2007]). Here the scientific principles involved - speed of 

sound, triangulation - are universally accepted. 

1 I But whether the Shotspotter technology is based on generally accepted scientific 

principles is not the issue. As described above, the system, scientific or not - got it wrong (from 

the People's point of view), having identified the acoustic impulses detected near Immel Street 

as helicopter blades. Only after an RPD officer spoke with a ShotSpotter technician and told him 

to listen for five gunshots did Shotspotter issue a report indicating that four acoustic impulses 

were in fact detected and that they were gunshots. Tipped off again that there were five shots, a 

technician apparently listened to the "audio spool" to find the fifth gunshot. 

j I The DVD recording of the acoustic impulses was a clip taken from what has been 

I described as the "audio spool." The recording preceding the five shots, and any recording of the 



time after, was not preserved and thus was not produced. The DVD itself was not the actual 

recording, but a copy. 

lj The defendant subpoenaed what I believe to have been records pertinent to its ability to 

understand the technology and to conduct a cross-examination. Criminal Procedure Law section 

610.25 entitles a defendant to subpoenaed records, but also mandate that the issuing party bear 

the cost. "However, that obligation does not arise until after the subpoenaing party has had 

possession of the documents for a reasonable period of time, and has had an opportunity to 

determine which documents it wishes to copy" (Kurians/..y v Ali, 176 AD2d 728, 728- 29 [2d 

Dept 1991 ]; see also CPL § 61 0.25[2]). Notwithstanding, SST, Inc. did not produce the records. 

, I At trial, the SST, Inc. expert Paul Greene testified that he was able to identify the sounds 

as gunshots because he has listened to thousands of gunshots, he has been trained in 

distinguishing gunshots from other sounds, thus, he knows that these were gunshots. 

II All of this raises a number of concerns. Greene's testimony seems speculative and is 

I certainly a cause for concern, considering that the ShotSpotter patented and proprietary software 

identified the acoustic impulses as a helicopter. Testimony in a California superior court hearing, 

cited in the defendant's motion ad limine indicates that 28 characteristics of a gunshot are used 

by the software to determine whether an impulse is a gunshot. The details ofthat process would 

have been part of the records sought to be produced. It is self-evident from the ShotSpotter 

system's own conclusion that other types of acoustic impulses can mimic or have the same 

characteristics as gunshots. False positives and false negatives would seem to be a known 

concern. 

II Yet without the records sought by the subpoena the defendant would have had little or no 

ability to effectively cross-examine Greene. Without knowing the details of the ''28 



characteristics" that are used by the software to screen out other types of sounds, I am at a loss 

as to imagine how would counsel have gone about questioning whether a particular "pop" on a 

DVD is a gunshot. Thus, the admission of Greene's testimony without production of the 

subpoenaed records was a violation of the defendant's right of confrontation. 

II The use of a DVD recording of the original audio spool, with or without the clip before 

and after the five impulses purported to be gunshots, was error as well. No satisfactory 

explanation was given for the failure to produce the original audio spool, especially considering 

that SST, Inc. knew almost immediately that the incident involved a police shooting. Thus the 

DVD was not the "best evidence" (see Trombley v. Seligman, 191 NY 400 [1908]; 57 NY Jur2d 

Evidence and Witnesses, § 247, at 496; Fisch, New York Evidence § 81, at 50 (2d ed.]). The 

People failed to sustain their burden of establishing that the recording was an unaltered original 

by clear and convincing evidence (see People v. Ely, 68 NY2d 520, 527 (1986]). 

II Greene testified that the recording before and after the incident in question had been 

deleted, as per procedures. This alone is troubling. Where the software signals acoustic impulses 

as something other than gunshots, the sounds before and after an event may give some context 

as to what was actually happening. Otherwise, what the jury heard was a redaction, no more 

reliable than a redaction of a defendant's statement to highlight inculpatory phrases. 

II Thus, the failure to produce the records violated the defendant's right of confrontation 

and rendered Greene's testimony unreliable. The failure to produce the original spool recording 

violated the best evidence rule and vitiated any foundation the People attempted to lay to gain 

the admission of the DVD. 

II Thus, Paul Greene's testimony and the DVD should have been precluded. "We have 

I acknowledged that even when expert testimony is required, the trial court is 'obliged to exercise 



its discretion with regard to the relevance and scope of such expert testimony" and that "not all 

categories of such testimony are applicable or relevant in every case" (People v Berry, 27 NY3d 

10, 20 [20 16], rearg dismissed, 28 NY3d l 060 (20 16], quoting People v. LeGrand, 8 NY3d 449 

II 
[2007]). 

The judgment convicting the defendant of the fourth count of the Indictment, Criminal 

Possession of a Weapon, is hereby vacated. 

REMEDY UPON REVERSAL 

II CPL § 330.50( 1) states that "Upon setting aside or modifying a verdict or a part thereof 

upon a ground specified in subdivision one of section 330.30, the court must take the same action 

as the appropriate appellate court would be required to take upon reversing or modifying a 

judgment upon the particular ground in issue." 

II Here, a new trial is warranted. While the doctrine of "collateral estoppel not only bars 

reprosecution of ultimate facts but also forecloses the introduction or argumentation of 

evidentiary facts necessarily established in defendant's favor in the former trial" (People v 

Goodman, 69 NY2d 32, 39 [ 1986]), here it can be plausibly argued that while the jury rejected 

the theory that the defendant pointed the gun at Ferrigno, it may reasonably have infened that 

Ferrigno heard a shot, and believing it be fired at him, fired back. Thus a re-trial would be limited 

to that testimony- that Ferrigno heard a shot, and fired." ... Although a mixed verdict may appear 

inconsistent and suggest that the jury established an implausible theory of events, upon closer 

I scrutiny, the verdict may reveal 'legal and not factual logic' as a consequence of the jury's 

application of a peculiar procedural rule to a reasonably determined factual scenario (People v 

Goodman, 69 NY2d 32,41 [1986], quoting United States v. Ballard, 586 F2d 1060, 1065 [5th 

Cir 1978]). 



The court will consider the People's request for a stay of the proceedings before 

scheduling a new trial. 

This constitutes the Decision and Order of the Court. 

Dated: February t3 , 2018 
Rochester, New York 

HON. CHRISTOPHER S. CIACCIO 
Monroe County Court Judge 




